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Abstract: We adapted a fast Fourier transform-based Beam Propagation Method (FFT-BPM) to
investigate waveguide discontinuities in plasmonic waveguides. The adaptation of the FFT-BPM to
treat transverse magnetic (TM) fields requires the circumvention of two major difficulties: the mixed
derivatives of the magnetic field and waveguide refractive index profile in the TM wave equation and
the step-like index change at the transverse metal-dielectric boundary of the plasmonic guide and the
transverse boundaries of the dielectric waveguide as well. An equivalent-index method is adopted to
transform TM fields to transverse electric (TE) ones, thus enabling the benefit of the full power and
simplicity of the FFT-BPM. Moreover, an appropriate smoothing function is used to approximate
the step-like refractive index profile in the transverse direction. At the junction plane, we used an
accurate combined spatial-spectral reflection operator to calculate the reflected field. To validate
our proposed scheme, we investigated the modal propagation in a silicon waveguide terminated
by air (like a laser facet in two cases: with and without a coating layer). Then we considered a
subwavelength plasmonic waveguide (metal-insulator-metal MIM) butt-coupled with a dielectric
waveguide, where the power transmission efficiency has been calculated and compared with other
numerical methods. The comparison reveals good agreement.
Keywords: plasmonics; photonics; bi-directional BPM; optical propagation; TM fields; FFT-BPM;
plasmonic waveguide; butt-coupler; sensors; reflection formalism

1. Introduction
Active and passive plasmonic devices are becoming one of the most promising candidates that
could overcome the size mismatch between micro scale photonic devices and nanoscale electronic
devices [1,2]. A promising way to achieve electrical control of light could be through plasmon
polaritons—Coupled excitations of photons and electrons. Merging nanoelectronics and nano-optics
enables the development of active subwavelength scale optics and an abundance of nano-optoelectronic
devices and functionalities, such as tunable metamaterials, nanoscale optical processing, and strongly
enhanced light-matter interactions for quantum devices and biosensing applications [3].
Recently [4], ultrafast optical switching of infrared plasmon polaritons has been reported in
high-mobility graphene. The rapid progress in graphene plasmonics is propelled by their electrical
tunability, high field confinement, potentially long lifetimes of plasmons and the strong light-matter
interactions in graphene. It is worthy to note that advanced near-field imaging methods allow the
plasmon-polariton waves to be efficiently launched and visualized as they travel along van der
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Waals materials layers (like graphene) or through multilayered heterostructures. This leads to strong
nonlinearities, large photonic forces, and enhanced emission and absorption probabilities. A practical
approach toward nanoscale light trapping and manipulation is offered by interfaces separating media
with permittivities of opposite signs [5]. Graphene plasmons are very promising to be the best
alternative to noble-metal plasmons as they exhibit much tighter confinement and relatively long
propagation distances, with the advantage of being highly tunable via electrostatic gating [6].
The integration of plasmonic-based devices and photonic devices will eventually lead to an
interfacing between plasmomic and photonic guides. Especially, butt-coupling plasmonic and
dielectric guides is one of the most efficient ways for light transmission between highly confined
modes and low-loss guided wave structures [7]. It is worthy to note that subwavelength optical
confinement modes, allows the efficient and beneficial use of compact photonic devices like nanoscale
photodetectors; thus, improving noise immunity, response speed and power dissipation in optical
communication devices [8,9].
The versatility of the FFT-BPM in the simulation of wide range of photonic devices is well
understood [10–14]. In this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we shall consider two-dimensional
structures invariant in the y-direction. The main essence of the BPM is simple: propagation in a
reference homogenous medium over a small distance ∆z followed by phase correction that takes into
account the spatial dependence of the refractive index of the medium. However, three major problems
should be considered carefully when dealing with step discontinuity and plasmonic devices: The
transverse magnetic nature of modes, the abrupt index change in the transverse direction and in the
propagation direction at the junction plane [15].
Two remedies are used to circumvent the first two problems: the TM nature of the propagated mode
is transformed to an equivalent TE field propagating in an equivalent refractive index medium [16,17].
Concerning the step-like transverse variation of the refractive index of the dielectric and plasmonic
guides, we used a sigmoid-like function to approximate such abrupt index changes. It is worthy to note
that many smoothing functions could be used [10,13,16]. We adopted the sigmoid function because of
its simplicity in the analytical and numerical evaluation of the second derivative of the inverse index
profile in the TM wave equation.
The third problem concerning the reflected field at the junction plane, we adopted a
well-established, combined spatial-spectral operator formalism [12,14].
In this paper, a dielectric waveguide with its end facet terminated by air is considered in two
cases: with and without coating layer. The power transmission at an abrupt plasmonic-dielectric
waveguide junction is considered also and our results fairly agree with other accurate methods.
Thus, demonstrating the adaptability of the FFT-BPM to treat such complex problems. We claim that
the method presented in this paper could be extended to other types of interesting waveguide couplers,
like the evanescent coupling between MIM-dielectric and MIM-MIM waveguides. Such coupling
could be useful and efficient for nanoscale wavelength filters and ultra-fast optical switching as well as
optical sensing application.
2. Reconsideration of TM Fields Difficulties:
The wave equation formalism in TE case can be written as:
h
i
∇2 + ko2 n2 (x) E y (x, z) = 0

(1)

However, in TM case with z-invariant refractive index the wave equation for Hy (x, z) in a
y-invariant structure takes the form [17]:
"
#
1 ∂n2 ∂
2
2 2
∇ + ko n − 2
H y (x, z) = 0
n ∂x ∂x

(2)
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Where: ko = 2π/λo is the free space wavenumber and λo being the free-space wavelength. In a
y-invariant structure ∇2 = (∂2 /∂x2 + ∂2 /∂z2 ) and n(x) is the refractive index profile of the planar
waveguide with core refractive index nco surrounded by a cladding with index ncl . As stated earlier,
the first problem facing the applicability of the FFT-based BPM in the solution of Equation (2) is the term
involving the mixed derivative of the field and the inverse of the refractive index profile. Poladian et
al. [17] suggested a transformation of the TM problem to a TE one via the following transformation:
H y (x, z) = n(x)F(x, z)

(3)

Direct substitution of Equation (3) in Equation (2) results in the following wave equation for F(x, z):
∇2 F + ko2 [n2 (x) −

n (x) ∂2
1
)]F = 0
(
2
2
ko ∂x n(x)

(4)

This can be written as:

[∇2 + ko2 n2eq (x)]F = 0

(5)

It is easy to conclude that Equation (5) is a TE problem with an equivalent index medium:
n2eq (x) = n2 (x) −

n ( x ) ∂2
1
)
(
2
2
n
(
x)
∂x
ko

(6)

The equivalent problem Equation (5) is amenable -in principle- to be solved via an FFT-based
BPM algorithm. However, the step-like index profile n(x) is the second major problem that should
be handled carefully. A judicious solution is to approximate n(x) by a suitable “smooth” function to
circumvent the singularity in the transverse derivative ∂2x (1/n(x)) in the equivalent index Equation (6).
Accordingly, we adopted a sigmoid-like function nsig that approximates n(x) as follows:
nsig (x) = ncl −

∆n
1 + e−a(x−h/2)

+

∆n
1 + e−a(x+h/2)

(7)

where ncl is the cladding refractive index, ∆n is the difference between the waveguide cladding and
core refractive indices, h is the waveguide core width, and a is the smoothing parameter that controls
the steepness of the sigmoid function.
Each term f in the spatial-dependent part in Equation (7) has the important analytical property:
f

∂2 1
( ) = 1− f
∂x2 f

(8)

Thus nsig ∂2x (1/nsig ) is readily evaluated.
The extreme simplicity in the numerical evaluation of the above expression avoids the numerical
artifacts and the generation of spurious modes that happen when evaluating numerically the second
derivative as pointed out by [18].
3. Reconsideration of Reflected and Transmitted Fields:
The calculation of the reflected field Gr (x, 0) that is generated at the junction plane z = 0 between
two waveguide is carried out using a combined spatial-spectral formalism in TE [12] and TM [14] cases
as follows:
Gr (x, 0) = ∆r(x, 0) · =−1 [ gi (kx , 0) · ρ(kx , 0)]
(9)
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where gi (kx , 0) is the angular spectrum, i.e., the transverse (with respect to x) Fourier transform of the
incident field Gi (x, 0) upon the junction plane, namely the guided mode of the incoming waveguide.
This plane wave spectrum takes the form:
Z∞
Gi (x, 0)e− jkx x dx

gi (kx , 0) =

(10)

−∞

where, kx is the variable of the Fourier transform (the transverse wavenumber of the representative
plane waves). The spectral part ρ(kx ,0) is written as [14]:
kz− −kz+
kz− +kz+
2
kz− (n0+ ) −kz+ (n−
)2
0







ρ ( kx , 0 ) = 





(TE)
(TM)

2
)2
kz− (n0+ ) +kz+ (n−
0

(11)

where, n0+ and n−
are certain reference refractive indices just immediately after and before the junction
0
plane z = 0, as will be explained later. kz+ and kz− are the z-components of wave vectors of plane waves
having transverse x-components kx in z > 0 and z < 0 respectively.
Namely,
kz− =

q

2
2
k02 (n−
o ) − kx

r
kz+

=

(12)

 2
k02 no+ − kx2

(13)

The spatial dependent part of the reflection operator ∆r(x, 0) in Equation (9) assumes the form:
∆r(x, 0) =
where:






r(x, 0) = 




r(x, 0)
ro

n(x,0− )−n(x,0+ )
n(x,0+ )+n(x,0− )
n(x,0+ )−n(x,0− )
n(x,0+ )+n(x,0− )

(14)

(TE)
(TM)

(15)

and:
ro = r(xo ,0)

(16)

where xo is the coordinate at which r(x, 0) is maximum. Moreover, the reference refractive indices
−
in Equation (11) are: no+ = n(xo , 0+ ) and n−
o = n(xo , 0 ). Obviously, the refractive index distribution
−
n(xo , 0 ) is the index profile of the waveguide to the left of the junction, and n(xo , 0+ ) is that one
to the right of the junction. The transmitted field Ht (x, 0) across z = 0, follows directly from the
boundary condition:
Ht (x, 0) = Hi (x, 0) + Gr (x, 0)
(17)
where
(
Hi =

Ey
Hy

in TE case
in TM case

(18)
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4.1. Dielectric Waveguide Facet
In fact, the waveguides terminated by air were studied using a variety of techniques [19–25] in
In fact, the waveguides terminated by air were studied using a variety of techniques [19–25] in TE
TE and TM polarization modes. Figure 1 depicts the geometry of the problem under consideration
and TM polarization modes. Figure 1 depicts the geometry of the problem under consideration (akin
(akin to waveguide Laser facet), where a three-layer dielectric slab waveguide occupying the halfto waveguide Laser facet), where a three-layer dielectric slab waveguide occupying the half-space
space z < 0 is abruptly terminated by air at z = 0.
z < 0 is abruptly terminated by air at z = 0.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a 2-dimensional waveguide facet terminated by air.
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a 2-dimensional waveguide facet terminated by air.
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evaluated
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[24]:
reflection
operator
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the previous
section,calculated
we calculated
the reflected
field at z = 0, and
hence the transmitted field is readily evaluated
 R ∞ via Equation2(17). The power reflectivity is simply

Gr (x)Hi∗ (x)dx 
calculated as follows [24]:


(19)
Power reflectivity = −∞

R∞
2
 2

H
(
x
)
dx
∞
i
−∞

*
 −∞ Gr ( x) H i ( x)dx 
 those
 by the accurate method of (19)
∞
Figure 2 compares the resultsPower
of ourreflectivity=
method with
obtained
2
  H i ( x) dx 
−∞
Vassallo [22] and the plane wave expansion (PWE) [24] at different
values of δ = 3% and 10%, for both
polarization TE (a) and TM (b). The curves of Figure 2 reveal a general good agreement.
Figure 2 compares the results of our method with those obtained by the accurate method of
Vassallo [22] and the plane wave expansion (PWE) [25] [24] at different values of δ = 3% and 10%, for
both polarization TE (a) and TM (b). The curves of Figure 2 reveal a general good agreement.
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Figure 3. Power reflectivity of single layer antireflection coating as function of coating thickness u.
The minimum at u = 0.206 µm agrees with accurate previously published results.

The extension to multiple dielectric layer is straightforward. Figure 4 shows the power
reflectivity as function of the wavelength for high reflection coating with waveguide core width 0.487
µm.
The layers thickness is fixed to quarter wavelength. The core refractive index nco = 3.6, the
cladding refractive index ncl = 3.24, and the high and low reflection coating material refractive indices
are 3.5 and 1.7 respectively. Figure 4 exhibits a fair agreement with FDTD method and to a less degree
Figure
Figure 3.
3. Power reflectivity of single layer antireflection coating as function of coating thickness u.
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reflectivity as function of the wavelength for high reflection coating with waveguide core width 0.487
µm.
The layers thickness is fixed to quarter wavelength. The core refractive index nco = 3.6, the
cladding refractive index ncl = 3.24, and the high and low reflection coating material refractive indices
are 3.5 and 1.7 respectively. Figure 4 exhibits a fair agreement with FDTD method and to a less degree
with the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) which fails to predict correctly the high reflectivity coating
[24,25]. Yamautchi et al. [25] pointed out that the reflectivity calculated by the FDTD method
deteriorates at long wavelengths (beyond 1 µm) due to the propagated field along the coating layers.
This explains the disparity between the results of the FFT-BPM and the FDTD at long wavelengths.

Figure 4. The power reflectivity as function of the wavelength of a multilayer coating made of 6 layers
Figure 4. The power reflectivity as function of the wavelength of a multilayer coating made of 6 layers
each having a thickness λ/4.
each having a thickness λ/4.

The layers thickness is fixed to quarter wavelength. The core refractive index nco = 3.6, the cladding
4.2.
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Plasmonic
and
Dielectric
Waveguide
refractive index ncl Between
= 3.24, and
the high
and
low reflection
coating material refractive indices are 3.5 and
1.7 respectively. Figure 4 exhibits a fair agreement with FDTD method and to a less degree with the
Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) which fails to predict correctly the high reflectivity coating [24,25].
Yamautchi et al. [25] pointed out that the reflectivity calculated by the FDTD method deteriorates at
long wavelengths (beyond 1 µm) due to the propagated field along the coating layers. This explains
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FFT-BPM
the FDTD
long wavelengths.
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each having a thickness λ/4.

4.2. Butt-Coupling Between Plasmonic and Dielectric Waveguide

To validate further our proposed method, we considered the fundamental TM0 mode incident
from a plasmonic waveguide upon a single mode dielectric waveguide as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Butt-coupled metal-insulator-metal (MIM) and dielectric waveguides.

Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of the total propagated magnetic field as it crosses the junction
plane at Z = 20 nm, and ultimately evolves to the characteristic shape of the fundamental TM0 mode
of the symmetric silicon guide. The parameters of the two guides assume the following values:
Number of sampling points along x-axis N = 218, sampling interval along the x-axis Δx = 0.1 nm,
propagation step-size Δz = 1 nm, the propagation distance in the plasmonic and dielectric guides
equals 20 and 100 nm respectively. The dielectric waveguide core thickness Wd = 220 nm, MIM
waveguide core thickness Wp = 42 nm, Silicon refractive index nco = 3.477, metal refractive index
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Number of sampling points along x-axis N = 2 , sampling interval along the x-axis Δx = 0.1 nm,
propagation step-size Δz = 1 nm, the propagation distance in the plasmonic and dielectric guides
equals 20 and 100 nm respectively. The dielectric waveguide core thickness Wd = 220 nm, MIM
waveguide core thickness Wp = 42 nm, Silicon refractive index nco = 3.477, metal refractive index
(silver) ncl = 0.397 − j 11.4, and the free space wavelength λo = 1.55 µm. The contour plot depicted in
Figure 7, shows the expansion of the confined light inside the plasmonic guide as it crosses the
junction plane z = 0, and after almost 100 nm the characteristic TM0 mode of the dielectric guide is
well established as shown in Figure 6.
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nm.
100

Number of sampling points along x-axis N = 218 , sampling interval along the x-axis ∆x = 0.1 nm,
propagation step-size ∆z = 1 nm, the propagation distance in the plasmonic and dielectric guides
equals 20 and 100 nm respectively. The dielectric waveguide core thickness W d = 220 nm, MIM
waveguide core thickness W p = 42 nm, Silicon refractive index nco = 3.477, metal refractive index
(silver) ncl = 0.397 − j 11.4, and the free space wavelength λo = 1.55 µm. The contour plot depicted
Figure 6. Evolution of the magnetic field Hy of the fundamental mode in the plasmonic guide as it
in Figure 7, shows the expansion of the confined light inside the plasmonic guide as it crosses the
propagates towards the silicon guide where the symmetric TM0 mode is well established after almost
100 nm.
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Figure 7. The confined TM0 mode of the plasmonic guide expands inside the silicon core of width Wd,
where the symmetric TM0 mode is well established after almost 100 nm.
where the symmetric TM0 mode is well established after almost 100 nm.
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And the
the
guided,
radiation
and
evanescent
components
is
directly
calculated
from
Equation
(17).
And
power transmission efficiency η is readily obtained from Equation (19) except Gr is replaced
bythe
Ht ,
power
transmission
efficiency
η
is
readily
obtained
from
Equation
(19)
except
G
r is replaced by Ht,
that is:
 R∞
2
that is:
∗ (x)dx 


H
(
x
)
H
t

i

η = −∞
(20)
 2
R∞ ∞
2


*
H
(
x
)
dx
H t (x i)H i (x )dx 
 −∞−∞
η =
(20)

2as function of the plasmonic guide core width
The power transmission efficiency η of such∞ coupler
 −∞ H i (x ) dx 
Wp has been studied by [27], using a combined
mode-matching and FDFD (finite-difference frequency

domain). Figure 8 reveals good agreement between our results and those calculated by the (FDFD).
The power transmission efficiency η of such coupler as function of the plasmonic guide core
The numerical values of the BPM parameters are as follows: Number of sampling points along
width Wp has
been studied by [27], using a combined mode-matching and FDFD (finite-difference
x-axis N = 216 with sampling interval ∆x = 0.46 nm, propagation step-size ∆z = 0.75∆x, propagation
frequency domain). Figure 8 reveals good agreement between our results and those calculated by the
distances in the plasmonic and dielectric guides = 20 and 130 nm respectively, hence the total
(FDFD).
propagation distance =150 nm. The dielectric waveguide core thickness is kept constant W d = 300 nm,
The numerical values of the BPM parameters are as follows: Number of sampling points along
the plasmonic
waveguide core thickness W p varies from 5 to 200 nm, Silicon refractive index nco =
x-axis N = 216 with sampling interval Δx = 0.46 nm, propagation step-size Δz = 0.75Δx, propagation
3.477, metal refractive index (silver) ncl = 0.397 − j 11.4, and the free space wavelength λo = 1.55 µm.
distances in the plasmonic and dielectric guides = 20 and 130 nm respectively, hence the total
The FFT-BPM gives a maximum power transmission when W p  42 nm., which is the same
propagation distance =150 nm. The dielectric waveguide core thickness is kept constant Wd = 300 nm,
width predicted by the FDFD. It is worthy to note that, at relatively long wavelengths (λo = 1.55 µm),
the plasmonic waveguide core thickness Wp varies from 5 to 200 nm, Silicon refractive index nco =
and beyond W p  42 nm; the light confinement characteristics of the MIM waveguide increases,
3.477, metal refractive index (silver) ncl = 0.397 − j 11.4, and the free space wavelength λo = 1.55 µm.
and hence, the effective light-collection cross section of the plasmonic guide becomes much higher than
The FFT-BPM gives a maximum power transmission when Wp ≅ 42 nm., which is the same width
predicted by the FDFD. It is worthy to note that, at relatively long wavelengths (λo = 1.55 µm), and
beyond Wp ≅ 42 nm; the light confinement characteristics of the MIM waveguide increases, and hence,
the effective light-collection cross section of the plasmonic guide becomes much higher than the
geometrical dimension of the insulating core. That is, the field penetration distance in the metal,
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around the
the air
air core,
core,isismuch
muchlarger
largerthan
thanthe
thecore
corewidth
width(42
(42
nm)
pointed
[27].
Hence,
around
nm)
asas
pointed
outout
in in
[27].
Hence,
as as
W pWisp
is
increased
beyond
42
nm,
the
transmission
efficiency
decreases
as
expected
in
Figure
8.
increased beyond 42 nm, the transmission efficiency decreases as expected in Figure 8.

Figure
The percentage
percentage of
of the
the transmitted
transmitted power
Figure 8.
8. The
power η
η compared
compared with
with reference
reference [27].
[27]. As
As the
the plasmonic
plasmonic
waveguide width W p increases beyond 42 nm (point of maximum η), the light-collection cross section
waveguide width Wp increases beyond 42 nm (point of maximum η), the light-collection cross section
of the plasmonic guide becomes much higher than the geometrical dimension of the insulating layer,
of the plasmonic guide becomes much higher than the geometrical dimension of the insulating layer,
thus η decreases.
thus η decreases.

5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel study of guided light beam reflection and transmission at different
In thisdiscontinuities
paper, we present
a novel using
study FFT-based
of guided BPM
lightinbeam
reflection
andTwo
transmission
at
waveguide
and junctions
TE and
TM cases.
remedies are
different
waveguide
discontinuities
and
junctions
using
FFT-based
BPM
in
TE
and
TM
cases.
Two
introduced to circumvent the major difficulties that preclude the applicability of the FFT-based BPM in
remedies
are introduced
to circumvent
the major
preclude
theto
applicability
of the
the
the
investigation
of TM fields.
An equivalent
indexdifficulties
transformsthat
the TM
problem
a TE one, and
FFT-based
BPMprofile
in theof
investigation
of TM
An guides
equivalent
index transforms
the TM problem
to
step-like
index
the plasmonic
and fields.
dielectric
are smoothed
via a sigmoid-like
function.
a
TE
one,
and
the
step-like
index
profile
of
the
plasmonic
and
dielectric
guides
are
smoothed
via
a
This enables full exploitation of the advantage and simplicity that distinguish the traditional split-step
sigmoid-like
function.
enables full
exploitation
of the advantage
and
that An
distinguish
FFT-BPM.
To the
best ofThis
the authors’
knowledge,
this scheme
is proposed
forsimplicity
the first time.
accurate
the
traditional
split-step
FFT-BPM.
To
the
best
of
the
authors’
knowledge,
this
scheme
is
combined spatial-spectral formalism is included in the FFT-BPM framework to calculate theproposed
reflected
for the
firstjunction
time. An
accurate
combined
spatial-spectral
formalism iswaveguides.
included in The
the reflection
FFT-BPM
field
at the
plane
between
butt-coupled
dielectric-plasmonic
framework to of
calculate
the reflected
field atcoatings
the junction
between
butt-coupled
dielectriccharacteristics
single layer
and multilayer
at the plane
facet of
a dielectric
waveguide
are also
plasmonic
waveguides.
The
reflection
characteristics
of
single
layer
and
multilayer
coatings
at the
investigated. The results fairly agree with previously published data. We claim that, the method
facet
of
a
dielectric
waveguide
are
also
investigated.
The
results
fairly
agree
with
previously
can be extended to other types of interesting problems, like the transverse evanescent coupling
publishedMIM-dielectric
data. We claimand
that,
the method
can be extended
to other types
problems,
between
MIM-MIM
waveguides.
Such coupling
couldofbeinteresting
useful and
efficient
like
the
transverse
evanescent
coupling
between
MIM-dielectric
and
MIM-MIM
waveguides.
Such
for nanoscale wavelength filters, ultra-fast optical switching and sensing, as well as graphene-based
coupling could
be useful and efficient for nanoscale wavelength filters, ultra-fast optical switching
plasmonic
devices.
and sensing, as well as graphene-based plasmonic devices.
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Abbreviations
FFT-BPM: FFT-based Beam Propagation Method; TE: Transverse Electric; TM: Transverse Magnetic; MIM:
metal insulator metal; FDFD: finite difference frequency domain; TM0: transverse magnetics fundamental mode;
PWE: plane wave expansion, TMM: Transfer Matrix Method.
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